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college just ain't the same
faculty says
students
changed

Since it is impossible to insert
Christmas presents in each
copy of the Advocate, we on the
staff dedicate the entire issue
this week as our Christmas gift
to you.
This copy is your time
machine — capable of
transporting you into your
environment's past.
Centered on a theme of
nostalgia, this Advocate will
entertain you. Unfortunately
you may not have read every
story we printed in the past, but
you will be compelled to read
your Christmas gift from cover
to cover.

want better jobs;
more for money
By Carol Braun
The college student of today is
somewhat different from the
student of a generation, a
decade or even five years ago,
according to several long-time
faculty members at Moorhead
State College.

Moorhead State College's first faculty in IIHp.

None of the teachers
interviewed saw students as
greatly changed over the years,
but most did note a higher
degree of sophistication and a
greater emphasis on future job
opportunities.
The general
consensus of the interviews was
that students in 1973 come to
college better prepared and are
more serious students once they
get here. They expect more
than ever from teachers and
classes and take hard looks at
how much education they are
getting for their money.
Lois Selberg, assistant
professor of Minority Group
Studies and a former English
teacher, has been a member of
the faculty at MSC since 1960.
According to Selberg, there
have been "fads" in student
attitudes that come and go, as
the super-activism of the late
60's and early 70's did.
"However, students are
better now than they were in
1960," she said. "I see fewer
students who can't do college
work now. We used to have
quite a few who couldn't read
and write well enough to do the
work." She added that students
are more sophisticated now, but
study about as hard as students
have in the past.
Marlowe Wegner, chairman
of the Industrial Education
Department, has been on the
faculty at MSC for 27 years. He
agrees that students probably
come better prepared now from
their high schools to college.
"They are more open, more
willing to talk and expect more
from a teacher than students in
the past," he said. "In that
sense, it is easier to teach."
He noted that students have
gone through different eras of
change, but "...nothing
significant. Young people are

This is the last issue of 1973. In
l i n e w i t h o u r tradition of
publishing an issue the first
week following a vacation, the
Advocate will reappear Jan. 10,
1974. We would appreciate any
comments you may wish to
make regarding your gift.
All that remains is to extend
the best holiday wishes to all of
you from the staff of the
Advocate.
Steve Webber, editor
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Greek resurgence
The first graduating class posed for a picture in 1890.

eager and bright."
He
acknowledged that students in
his department tend to be a
little more conservative than
others and seemed less affected
by campus unrest several years
ago over the Vietnam War and
the draft.
Several faculty members who
said students are different now
pointed out that the change has
come aboufrin the last few years
as a result of the increasingly
tight economic situation and
shortage of jobs.
Fourteen-year MSC veteran
Emil Kochis, associate
professor in physics and
physics-related courses at the
New Center, said, "For the first
time in this generation, students
are experiencing a type of
recession in that the job market
is limited and economic
restrictions exist.
As a
consequence, students are

Page 5
the Philosophy Department,
also attributes a change in
students to what he calls "hard Santa Claus
economic facts". "They are
heavily realistic by facing up to
Page 2
the facts that are. This means
being better prepared and much big band era
more concerned about the use of
education by insisting that they
Page 11
get as much out of it as possible'.'
Floyd Brown, who deals with Magel has been a college
incoming freshmen as director educator for 15 years, 12 years jock attitude
of Admissions, has also found at MSC.
students to be a lot more job
Page 17
conscious in recent
years.
Genevieve King, professor of
"They are more sophisticated, Biology, took a related but A1 faces Satchel
have access to and are more different approach. According
aware of what's going on in to King, it is not students, but
Page 16
society.
They read about the times that have- changed.
unemployment, the economy Students, like all other people, a n d t h e p o s s i b i l i t y o f a have had to adjust accordingly.
The Advocate wishes to
recession." He added that it is "Prior to 1960," she said, "a
no longer a fad to go to college. c o l l e g e e d u c a t i o n w a s dedicate this issue to Mrs.
Students now try to determine if c o n s i d e r e d a n a b s o l u t e Ada Comstock, who passed
they can justify a college necessity." However, during away Wednesday, Dec. 12,
education.
the 1960s, society entered a 1973.
period of great change.
Charles Magel, chairman of
...Continued on Page 19
taking education more
seriously.
They are more
critical of the type and content
of courses than ever before.
Most are now in college to
prepare for jobs and are very
concerned about getting the
most they can out of the money
spent for education."
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student plays Santa
at shopping center
youthful Claus cites pros and cons
By Cal Singleton
According to Doug Haugen
(so-Moorhead) the primary
qualifications of being a good
Santa are:
1. You have to love kids (and
he does).
2. You have to really be
interested in what kids want.
3. You have to be pretty
happy all the time.
4. You have to be willing to
make a complete fool of
yourself.

took two sheets and sewed them
together in the shape of his
body. He then stuffed the body
and strapped it to him. The
result is that he is fat all over
and not just on his chest and
stomach.

Sitting up on his Santa chair
and seeing hundreds of kids and
parents each Christmas;
he
has decided that he does not like
the type of parents who threaten
Doug is a 21-year-old student their kids with the old line, 'You
at Moorhead State College and won't get anything from Santa
he has been a Santa for several Claus if you're not good."
years now. He began as a Santa
"It just isn't what Christmas
several years ago at
Hornbachers in Fargo. This is giving is all about. It started
the second year that he has been with Christ," Haugen said.
a Santa at West Acres.
In order to put on the extra
Some of the stranger requests
pounds needed to be a Santa,he he has had this year from the
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ANYWHERE--ANYTIME
CALL

232 2505

(24 HOURS)

BOB YOUNG AGENCY INC.

For those who believe in Santa, the experience is wonderful.

children he talks to have been kids a lot but in a way it kind of
for baby brothers and pets (like makes me sick how
elephants).
commercialized Christmas has
gotten."
When asked if being a Santa
has changed his view of
One is impressed by the
Christmas he said, "I enjoy the fantasy of it all when reading

Photo by Jeff Liss

the sign that allows for the
switching of Santas when he is
done with his shift. It reads:
"Santa will be gone for ten
minutes at 5 to feed his
reindeer."

§ SPORTING GOODS

WINE

MARGNAT
Imported French Wine
T/2 Qt. Rose or Red

Paul Masson
Carafes

DOWNTOWN - FARGO - 237-9194

Holiday Mali
612 N. P. Ave.

Moorhead
Fargo

THINK SNOW
and visit the N.W.'s largest ski shop.

Quarts and Pints

THE ROUND HOUSE
94 LIQUORS

Cor. 12 Ave. S. & Old Hwy. 52
>. ; .236-9494 — Moorhead

302 N Univ. Dr. Fargo
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A Vision
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"Those who worship
God must worship
Him as He really is"

m

Christmas. What a fabulous time of year. A
time to be with friends. A time to exchange
gifts. And a time to look your very best. This
year have your hair styled by The Barbers in
West Acres. A styling will give you the
confidence your hair is looking great. Under
the stars or under the mistletoe. So this
Christmas before you have your first get
together — have your hair professionally
styled by The Barbers. Your hair will never
look better.

DISCOVER
WHO GOD IS

experience!
come in.jAy hello -

303 RO3£RT5 5T

CARGO 237-7700

DIAMOND
RINGS

The 1973 Christmas
Conference Campus
Crusade For Christ
Radisson South, Mpls./Dec. 27-31

Vision of God-Vision for Men
For further info, call Jim Keller

236-7519

• Registered
^Insured
Choose with confidence

NEUBARTH'S
LOCATED IN
THE MOORHEAD
CENTER MALL
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Dille is in dark over
MS "closet senate/
illuminates its invisibility
President Zitzow shines light
on battery of complaints
By Lynne Bell

"Though I would like to know
what's going on, I have no real
contact with the Senate," said
MQorhead State College
President Roland Dille, when
asked to comment on
accomplishments of Student
Senate in the past year. He
continued, saying lack of
interest in Senate was due to its
invisibility, but then asked if
that was due to its doing
nothing noteworthy.

informed on these issues on
their own. Students, she says,
don't want their activity money
spent on national issues when it
may be be put to use here.

Dille sees two obstacles
blocking the effectiveness of the
Senate on national issues. The
first deals with a stereotyped
image of a student opinion;
people assume students will
think only one way about an
issue. The second goes back to
Vice-president of Academic the problem on Senate not
Affairs Robert MacLeod feels a thoroughly discussing an issue
lack of continuity has hindered before it takes action.
the Senate's ability to
Lack of time and manpower
accomplish its goals.
are major problems of the
Invisibility and lack of Senate now said Iversen. After
continuity charges are probably the upcoming elections and
true, admitted Student Senate perhaps with an improvement
President Deb Zitzow (srMoorhead). Despite these
handicaps, she feels the Senate
is functioning effectively.
Senate has accomplished
some things in the past year,
both Dille and MacLeod
admitted. It was partly action
on its part which kept the
tuition from increasing any
more than it did. Book exchange
has been established and is in
operation.
Guidelines have
been established for the
recognition of student
organizations. Both Zitzow and
Senator Roberta Marshall (soFarmington) think Tri-College
•Discount program is something
the Senate can be proud of.

six students
vie for nine
SS openings
By Jean Ferrand

Student Senate Elections, postponed Fall Quarter because
of a lack of candidates, will be
held on Friday.

Six students are running for 3
three-quarter positions. Four
candidates have filed for 2 twoquarter positions and one
candidate has filed for one of
On the other hand, faculty two vacant positions on the
evaulations were a source of Student Advisory Council.
disappointment to Marshall and
Senator Corrine Iversen (so- Kim Ryan (fr-Minnetonka),
Fergus Falls). Marshall felt Lance Onan (fr-Sabin) and
evaluations were well planned Jackie Kadrmas (so-Dickinson,
and proved the Senate could ND) are three of the candidates
work together to meet a definite running for three-quarter
student need. However, both terms.
Iversen and Marshall were
extremely disappointed when Ryan is running for the
they ran into difficulty Senate because "the Senate
needs to be in full strength to be
finishing the evaluations.
MacLeod feels Senate has a effective." She feels all of the
tendency to rush into many student organizations need to
actions without having thought cooperate more so student
about the implications or power can be centralized and
researched the issues then "things can get moving."
completely. MacLeod believes
Senate doesn't question and Onan believes that the Senate
motions well enough during has been "lazy Fall Quarter"
and "this needs to be rectified."
meetings.
Stating that there needs to be
Zitzow counters by saying more communication between
much discussion and business of Senators and the student body,
Senate is decided outside of Onan would like to see the
Senate chambers.
Senate return to weekly
meetings with individual
A charge often made about students encouraged to attend.
the Senate is that it tried todeal According to Onan, unless there
with national issues and often is more student involvement
neglected problems in its own "the Senate will crumble."
-neighborhood. Marshall agrees
with this, citing the Watergate
Citing a need for students to
forum earlier this year as an be proud of their student
example. She feels students government, Kadrmas wants
Tr "
t ane can become the student body to understand

The Student Senate in 1950 had no empty chairs in their chambers.

in publicity, she sees these workable units and finally,
problems
diminishing.
providing rewards and
incentive to keep the students
Zitzow sees Senate at a interested in Senate work.
turning point, shifting from
short term projects to long term
Dille recommended that the
tasks. However, in making this Senate be cautious in its
transition Zitzow thinks Senate actions, for it doesn't represent
must overcome three problems the views of all students.
— getting and keeping student Jokingly, he suggested there be
interest in Senate programs, one Senate seat vacant always
breaking long range projects to represent apathetic students
like legal aid or student on campus.
information center into smaller,
Identifying student nee'ds

should be a major concern of
Senate in the coming year, said
MacLeod. After recognizing
the needs, Senate should set up
goals, plan and implement a
program to accomplish the
goals, then evaluate the
program. However, in order to
perform this function
effectively, it needs an advisor
it can trust and work with in
order to give continuity and
experience to Senate.

how the Senate works.

Boehmer (fr-Lebanaon, NJ),
have also filed for the 2 twoquarter positions.
One person, Jeff Rubin
(Weston, MA) has filed for one
of the two available Student
Advisory Council positions.

Senate's problems, Kettner
feels his past experience will be
Believing that much of the an asset in working in the
criticism the Senate has Senate.
received on issue choice is
unfounded, Kadrmas feels that
Two other candidates, Doug
since "we are here to prepare Miller (fr-Ely) and Karl
for the future" students should
be aware of all important
issues.

Powell's new ombudsman role

Three other candidates have
filed for the three-quarter
positions but were unavailable
for interviews. They are Fran
Honrath (jr-Larchwood, IA),
Dylan One-Feather (soCrookston) and Daniel Roos (jrWorthington).
Bob Davison (so-Olivia) and
Charlie Kettner (sr-Morgan)
are candidates for two-quarter
terms.
Davison sees the most
important issues of the Senate
as "misplaced priorities and
student apathy." According to
Davison, there is a need for
improved communications
between the Senate and its
constituents.
When asked about the
direction the Senate should take
in considering issues, Kettner
stated that although national
issues are important, the
Senate needs to spend more
time on "down-to-earth campus
related issues."
Kettner feels the Senate
should voice its opinion on
significant national issues but
should spend most of its time on
issues closer to the students.
Even though he doesn't have
"clear-cut cures" .for the

raises some opposition in SS
Former Student Senate VicePresident Phil Powell was
appointed director of the
Ombudsman Council by the
Student Senate during its
regular Monday meeting.
Powell countered mild
opposition to appointing him,
since he is not currently a
student at Moorhead State
College, by saying he will be
able to devote more time to the
position than a student since he
will not have to worry about
classes along with his
responsibilities as ombudsman
director.
Senate established a task
force to organize a leadership
conference for MSC students
and high school seniors. This
program, would function as a
recruitment effort for the
college as well as a method of
getting prospective students
interested in Senate activities.
It was also mentioned senators
could travel to area high schools
and contact the seniors on their
home schools.
Vice-President Walter Eisner
(so-Luverne)
reported
disappointment in the Dorm
Council decision not to follow
the resolution on alcohol on
campus passed by the Senate
last week. Dorm Council

decided the action, which
recommends ignoring the
Schoolhouse Law prohibiting
liquor on state property, is too
radical for now. Dorm Council
feels students are content to
wait for the Legislature to
clarify the law, permitting
liquor on campus in that
manner.
When asked his opinion on
this motion by the Senate, Dean
Robert MacLeod said he doesn't
see the advantage of taking
such action. Possibly, he said, it
would encourage the growth of
a "dry" movement, which could
seriously damage arguments
during actual legislative
discussion of the question.
Possibility of Rep. Neil
Wohlwend attaching a rider, or
admendment, on a major bill in
the legislature settling the
liquor on campus issue soon
was discussed. Legislative
Affairs Coordinator Mark
Johnson (sr-Hibbing) was
ipstructed to speak to
Wohlwend about this matter.
Senate President Deb Zitzow
(sr-Moorhead) announced Jean
Farrand (so-Sioux Falls, SD) is
the new Consumer Affairs
Coordinator.
Constitution of MSC Square
Dance Club was approved.
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students
see job as
future goal
thedegree
is the way

In 1950 if you had something important to say, you grabbed a bull horn and
summoned the student body on the mall.

relati onships with other people
and the universe. Nancy
Lorenzen (so-Perham) said, "I
still don't have a major or
definite goal. What I'm
concerned about right now is
finding out what I want out of
In recent interviews, also
life."
reported in this issue, several
faculty members described the
Other students rated both
students of today as being very
education and personal growth
concerned about their
education, particularly in
regard to career preparation. A
random sampling of student
interviews is evidence that
there is some truth to that
opinion.

By Carol Braun
With the year drawing to a
close, what are Moorhead State
College students thinking about
in 1973?

very high. Douglas Dally (jrHillsboro, N.D.) for instance,
said, "What's important to me
right now is getting my
education and my career and at
the same time, learning to live
with people, understanding
them, and creating meaningful
relationships."

stressed good grades and
eventually getting a job, but
added that it isn't good to be
overly serious about studying.
One student stated frankly that
his main objectiveright now is to
have a good time.

certainly important, his basic
interest in life is building a
relationship with God through
Christ and helping others to do
the same thing.

One girl
said she thought
quite a bit about the world
Another
student, Rob situation, including the energy
Overgaard (jr-Fergus Falls) crisis and Watergate.
Bob Dargan (fr-Bovey) also said while his education is

hot cash scarcity
suits 'hard times'

Of the students interviewed,
slightly more than half
indicated that right now they
are most interested in finishing many clothiers lost
their degrees and finding job s
in their chosen fields. Several'
also expressed concern for
It was another 30's winter,
maintaining high grade point
another winter to buy clothes, if
averages.
only there was some money.
Perhaps not surprisingly, The clothes were cheap, but not
most who rated future careers free and that was the problem.
high on their priority lists were Mr. Knutson had that problem.
juniors and seniors. Typical of
Old Mr. Knutson is the owner
the comments ifiade, Dean
Mogle (jr-Flandreau, S.D.) of "K" Clothing, Fertile,
said, "The thing that I'm most Minnesota. Old Mr. "K" has
concerned about is my career owned the dry goods store for
and preparing for it, mostly fifty years. He was owner back
through practical experience in in the 30's and remembers the
my major, which is theatre." winter. Like other people who
lived then, he recalls the small
"I tried working without an prices of food and clothing and
education and what you end up other goods. It was Christmas
with isn't
worthwhile," said even when it wasn't Christmas.
Carol Dalluge (so-Pelican
When a customer walks into
Rapids). "Now I'm working
"K"
Clothing, he or she will find
toward some kind of a career —
a better job." A senior in the the store much like it was years
PFY program said the things ago. The floor still has oil
most on her mind are keeping stains, the oil stains left over
her GPA up, graduating and from the days when you oiled
then becoming a teacher. "The the wood floor. There is an old
thing that's worrying me right roll top desk behind the counter
now is what I'll do when I get and an old style safe next to the
out of school," said Charlys desk. Old Mr. "K" greets his
customers the same way he has
Johnson (jr-Ely).
for years.
Other areas of concern
Mr. Knutson lost money
commonly mentioned by
students were learning about during the depression. He, like
themselves and other people. others, didn't arrive at the bank
For many freshmen and in time. Yes, it hurt, but he
sophomores, this included pulled his clothing store through
finding a particular field of the rough times and that's what
study. Terry Strauch (so- counted.
Perham) said, "Last year, I
"I remember when wool suits
thought I was coming here to
get an education and find
a were selling for fifteen dollars
definite major. I found out it's and a damn good pair of shoes
not so much studying,
but would cost between three and
more
' finding out about five dollars. Sure that's cheap,
myself — how I relate to other but nobody could afford
people and how they relate to a n y t h i n g , e v e n d u r i n g
Christmas. I wasn't the only
me."
business that was hurt. Some,
A freshman girl from Sauk you might say, lost their shirts.
Centre said, "I'm here to find They had to close down
About the only
peace of mind and where I stand completely !
in this world." Mike Backman thing people had was each
(so-Detroit Lakes) said he is other. I guess that was the most
concerned now with his popular Christmas present.

their shirts
People got through the hard
times together, sharing."
Old Mr. "K" could have sold
anyone a pair of socks for
fifteen or twenty cents. Shirts
were only a couple dollars and
so were many of the work pants.
Farmers needed really warm
clothes because chores were
done mostly by hand. On cold
days, that could be an awfully
long time. People drove horses
and sleighs, too. That also
required warm garments.
"You know, farmers would
come in and charge up to one
hundred dollars and not be able
to pay until the next fall. If
crops were bad and prices
small, they couldn't pay their
Hard times necessitated a change in lifestyle. Photo by Mary Jo Ydstie
bills. It happened with other
people too, some who never paid
their bills, even when they
finally did have the money,"
TWAS THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS
Mr. "K" said
with a look of
humanitarian concern.
His
Twas the night before Christmas and all through the
memory was vivid.
Yes, Christmas was different
for the people during the 30's
depression. Gifts were different
and so were the lives of those
involved in the Christmas spirit.
A twenty five cent pound of
coffee was a good gift. So was a
smile.
Old Mr. "K" smiled and
learned forward, "You need a
deal on some clothes. I have
some specials. We still don't
sell everything here, but take a
look, then ask."
This reporter, this friend,
found a sweater that he liked
and bought it for the grand cost
of two dollars. He wore it
immediately and the warmth
told him it was Christmas. It
was a warm Christmas gift
from an old friend, Old Mr.
"K". In his heart, it was still a
30's Christmas.

dorms
Not a peeper was stirring, pot even nude Norm;
The stockings were hung by the windows with care .
In hope that Teen King soon would be there;
The students were nestled all snug in their beds,
While nightmares of midterms: flooded their heads.
The night-guard in his red coat and I in my skirt
Had just settled down for a long winter's flirt.
When a top of Neumaier there rose such a clatter,
I sprang from the chair to see what was the matter.
Away to the stair I flew like Flash Gordon
Happy that something had broken the boredom
The moon on the breast of the newfallen snow
Gave the lustre of mid-day to autos below,
When, what to my wondering eyes should appear;
But a miniature brewery and eight cans of beer
With a staggering driver drunk and out past
We knew that dorm liquor was legal at last
Faster than Popeye's his brews they came,
And he whistled and shouted and called them by name
Now, Oly, Now, Mickey! Now, Hamm's and Schlitz!!
Pour, Bud's! Pour, Pabst! Pour Heni's and Schmidt!
Throughout all the dorm rooms now do it with speed!
Set em up! Drink em up! Now we are freed!!!
(zoeames)

Owl-Witch cauldron
expands MS fraternity
program to nine
locals still strong here today
By LeAnn Kuntz
Two weeks from now on Jan.
1, we will continue, once more,
to go 'round and 'round the
calendar merry-go-round. As
we go up and down and around,
so do the college social
fraternities and sororities.

the students who are members
of a frat or a sorority "persist to
graduation" while only 50 per
cent of the non-members do.
"It's rougher being in a
sorority now. Dues are high and
it's harder to get out of the
sorority now. You can't just
walk out if you don't like the
group you've joined," says Ruth
Mickelson, a sorority member
of 30 years ago. She is now a
sorority advisor.
Today, it costs about $20 for
pledges fees, about $75 for
activation fees and about $40 a
quarter to be in a sorority. The
frats cost about $80 to join plus
about $30 per quarter.

help someone develop socially
Once a girl or guy goes Greek,
than by having drinking parties.
Frats are doing more than just he or she is Greek forever. One
need not be an active member
drinking.
all the time. According to the
Some things the Greeks do MSC Panhellenic Council, only
include working on charity 45 girls from each sorority can
drives such as Heart Fund and be active each quarter unless
March of Dimes and being there is a large number of
friends to orphans, crippled seniors. Then the sorority can
children, old people, and ten go over the limit.
mentally retarded men in
Sororities have outlawed
Moorhead.
unusual initiations such as
"Our standards were high.
Excellence in scholarship and
other things, too, were
important to us," says Utke.

Soft-shoeing back to the wayback-when era, one finds that
the Owls and the Witches (now
Gamma Phi Beta sorority)
were the first frat and sorority
on campus. Beginning in 1909,
the Owls had eight members,
while the Witches began in 1905
with five members. One can
Greek representatives seem
only wonder how fired-up the
Owls and Witches had the to echo their desire to strive
campus then, since little toward a goal important to their
evidence is left of their deeds. frat or sorority. Nancy Parker
thinks that her sorority allowed
Braving the checker-board her to make the most out of
years of popularity and school.
unpopularity, four national
"I've gotten a lot more out of
social sororities, three national
social frats, one local social frat school becuase of my sorority. I
and one local social frat- never would have stuck out
sorority have survived. school without my sorority's
National Greek sororities and help," says Nancy Hatchett (sofrats must abide by national Rochester) who is president of
standards while local ones set the Panhellenic Council which
their own rules and regulations. governs all Greek sororities on
campus.
Peak years for the MSC
A recent government study
Greeks were the latter 60's
when the sorority limit of 45 was has revealed that 72 per cent of
filled by most sororities and frat
membership was at its highest.
Membership has gone down
since then but is swinging
slightly upward again. Greek
representative, Nancy Parker
(sr-Detroit Lakes) says, "There
is a new breed of people waiting
to belong, to get involved *
to
become committed to
something."

public embarrassment or
hazing. Frats have no such
rule, nor do they have a ceiling
on the number of people in the
frat.

greek growth graph
Began

Name
Old Order of Owls
Gamma Phi Beta
Deltz Zeta
Sigma Tau Gamma
Alpha Delta Pi
Alpha Phi
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Phi Sigma Epsilon
Raisins and Flakes

1901
1905
1909
1929
1934
1936
1961
1967
1971

beginhighActive No. Liv Cost
per
ning
est
Members ing in
became No. of
No. of
Winter House Quar
ter
national Members Members 1973
1973
8 40(69)
34
9xx
$12
5 48C68)
1964
34
13
$40
37 55 ('71-2)
23
10
1963
$40
17 60C61)
29
1960
5xx
$30
22 45('65-8)
20
lOxx
1964
$40
20 55('72)
23
18
1966
$40
8 77(68)
42
1963
8
$35
35 45C70)
25 no house
1970
$25
70 no house $5xxx
1973X
12

x — Recognized by MSC Student Senate this year as a campus organization
xx — House has room for several more people
xxx — Dues paid only once
(Source: frat and sorority members)

Reine Utke, an MSC frater,
says in looking back 30-40 years,
he sees his frat as a place where
he got to know people better
than just as casual
acquaintances.
He sees a
fraternity as a way of enriching
life.
"Some of the most lasting
friends I have are ones I made
in the frat. They're somebody
to come back to after
graduation," says Utke.
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high dues." He says about 30
more students will join after
President Roland Dille
recognizes the organization. It
has already been recognized by
Following the pattern of the the Student Senate.
sororities' Panhellenic Council,
The Old Order of Owls local
the frats have formed a new
frat
still bases much of what it
council, which is still unnamed,
does
now on tradition. It is not
to help coordinate Greek
activities on campus. It is responsible for any actions to a
composed of the six "most national frat, and can, in effect,
respected" Greek fraters on make up its own rules. Unlike
campus. The new Council, the Raisins and the Flakes, it
for the
which meets since Nov. 1, was does do some services
a
formed after the death of the community.
Inter-Fraternity Council, which
Whether frats and sororities
was ineffective.
Non-Greek
frats have been invited to at MSC have changed much is
become Council members but not definitely clear, but the way
people view them has changed
none have yet.
throughout the years. Let's
face
it — each gt&eration has its
The saga of the non-Greek
frat and sorority on campus has ups and downs. What may be
a somewhat different theme viewed as up to one generation
than the Greek saga. Dan may be seen as down or
Crozier (jr-Frazee), president worthless to another.
of the Raisins and the Flakes,
thinks the organization is
worthwhile because "everyone
has a good time." Crozier says,
"You meet people like in a frat
or sorority, only you don't have
to go through hell week or pay

The "Witches" were MSC's first sorority. Photo taken in 1916.

Jeff Rubin, (jr-Weston, MA) a
more recent Greek
representative, thinks that
without a fraternity a person
could go to classes and then to
his room and close the door.
That way, he says, there would
be little social interaction and
growth. A frat will not let that
happen.
Many students think that
frats have become very one
sided, believes Mark Vanyo (jr-East Grand Forks). He also
believes there are more ways to
Back in 1916 the Owls Fraternity wore their "Sunday best

fefMl.

to take' their photo.
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STOPGO
FOODS
COUPONS OF THE WEEK

'pweCt 0?indutq4>
By Janis Fredrickson
Yowzah! Girls, did you know
that long, tall, lean, fit for a
queen Dean Renneke is looking
for a woman? He won't have
any problems, he's a good
looker...
Thank Gosh! Grades are
finally out after a three week
wait. I have a feeling these
modern computers don't quite
make the grade...

Wednesday, Dec. 12 — Tuesday, Dec. 18

HILLBILLY

TEXAS RED

BREAD

GRAPEFRUIT

39<

6/49°

PRINGLES

MORRELL TASTY

POTATO
CHIPS C Q C

LINKS

79°

(Twin Pac)

Johnny Cash certainly h^s
been on TValot lately, telling us
to dial down and slow down.
Could it be he's cashing in on
an energy scare?
Fire up! With the big energy
crisis everybody can come and
warm up in front of the Union's
fireplace. The Union keeps it
plugged in 14 hours a day.

mmmmmmmmmmmmw

LOTION
10 Oz.

MARGARINE

7
# 7
#

691

c

Little Deb Zitzow has lost her
sheep and doesn't know where
to find them and it looks like her
Senate is still in baa-d trouble.

Each week rom now on.
Stop & Go Foods will
give away:

Moorhead Tech
Concordia College
Moorhead State

Vets Club
Thursday

4 Passes to the Cinema
1

I & II & 70 theatres
(2 sets of 2)
and

20 Free games

of
bowling at the MSC
Union
(5 sets of 4 games).
Every student at MSCjs eligible to win.

Does the condiment table in
Kise make you relish your
mothers uncrowded kitchen?
Maybe Kise will muster some
initiative and catch up with
modern trends.

Now that we're old enough to
drink, the problem is no longer
finding a 21-year-old to bootleg.
The problem is hard to swallow
— liquor is still illegal on
campus.

CORONATION

JERGEN'S

Did you hear Captain Denny
Steussy is fishing for a new
SUPB crew? In these dusty
Moorheadian winds he may
only reel in another cast of
filmy characters.

Dec. 13 — Jan. 10
Jan. 24 — Feb. 7
Feb. 21
7:30 P.M. — Moorhead Legion, 7001st Ave. No.
FREE BEER!

ZALES
JEWELERS

WEST ACRES
Our People Make Us Number One

Pick up your prize at the Stop N' Go at
10th & 5th Ave. So., Moorhead

THIS WEEK'S WINNERS
BOWLING
James DeBrito
Grant Getman

Bruce Janke

Robert Littlefield
Rachel Lien

PASSES
William Steidl

Paulette Steussy

NO P U R C H A S E N E C E S S A R Y

Regal automatic
corn popper
Dishwasher-safe and unbreakable
view-thru Lexon cover/serving dish.
Easy-clean Teflon® lined base. 4 qt.

( / > qq
*pwJoO

Elegant gift wrap at no extra charge.
Six convenient ways to buy:
Zales Revolving Charge • Zales Custom Charge • BankAmericard
Master Charge • American Express • Layaway

president
asks key
questions
Dille looks at
education role
By Carol Braun

Moorhead State College has
come a long way from its early
days as a small teachers'
college and has reached the
point where it has to come to
terms with some basic
questions about education,
according to President Roland
Dille.

point that the college began to
develop sound, serious
departments in the areas
commonly called the liberal
arts, Dille said.
"This development of
programs was done more
successfully here than at almost
any other college in the middle
west," he added.
However, the time has come,
according to Dille, to come to
terms with what education
should amount to today. "After
a long attack on vocational
education, we have learned
from enrollment declines that
students believe their
vocational needs will not be met
by college," he said.
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"We are now left with the
question of how we can meet the
career demands of students and
how we can organize education
so that our students are, in some
sense of the word, educated."
Dille expressed his belief that
the role of education will have to
respond to changes taking place
in the American lifestyle,
changes which include
shortages and possibly the end
of an ever-increasing Gross
National Product.

"If we choose not to save our
upon education to help people
find ways to save their individuality, then we can
individuality — to provide the assume that Orwell's "1984" is
way for each person to realize very near-by. I hope we will
save ourselves."
what he is.

"We are going to be living in a
situation where several kinds of
freedom we have claimed for
the American way of life are
going to be limited," he said.
"There will be a demand made

"We began life as an
institution that had a direct and
important effect on the
community — preparing
teachers for the children of the
settlers of this area," Dille said.
MSC continued in that role until
1957 when it was designated a
state college and had to make
available wider opportunities
for students preparing for more
kinds of careers. It was at this

ANYONE CAN SEE
CHRISTMAS IS COMING UP
To introduce you to the new season
and to us, we are offering a special

Photo by Dave Benning

20% storewide discount to everyone
who brings us a copy of this ad
Friday, Dec. 14, Saturday, Dec. 15

The Look Of Love
A magnificent diamond engagement ring,
mastercrafted by Keepsake. See our
sparkling array of styles, all guaranteed
and permanently registered.

mm?*

and Sunday, Dec. 16.

K e e p s a k e*
REGISTERED

DIAMOND

R I N G S

FARGO JEWELRY MFG. CO.
.Forgo. N . Dak.

56107

IggPtT
ISRiiANrrs
MOORHEAD CENTER MALL

Why be
held up ?
for Western
Wear^ shop the
Square Shooters

From $150.00

Think Three
Beautiful Mr. and Mrs. bridal sets
... a
diamond

brilliant

p e r f e c t Keepsake

Btockme*ti
'WediefuiweoA,
West Fargo,. North Dakota
282 - 3689

engagement ring with

matching wedding rings. Mastercrafted and fully guaranteed.

Special Student Prices

THE WESTERN SHOP
813 Center Avenue
Moorhead, Minnesota
233 - 7336

lumonstatei
OPEN 9:30 -9:00 week days
9:30 -6:00 Saturdays

GIVE YOUR FRIENDS
A GIFT FROM

r^BanBr^i

Complete Stock of $598 LP's

free checking for life.
Introducing:
I $50 minimum
feEE CHECKING!

Rausch Liquors

AT $3.99
FOR THE LATEST RELEASES
AND FARGO'S LARGEST SELECTION

1330 MAIN AVE.
MOORHEAD

Bcllantine
Beer

At
The Mill Liquor Store
1617 -afrrAve. Moorhead

SHOP
Write All The Checks You Want Free Simply
By Maintaining A $50 00 Bolance If You Fall
Below $50.00 You Pay Only 5 A Check And
50 Maintenance Charge. Still The Lowest li
Town. It's That Simple
We Invite You To Slop In Today!

union state bank, the west acres bank,
people moving ahead, that's wfret banking is aB about.

"

Broadway Music
119 Broadway
ooen 9to9

293-9555
Sat. 9 : 30 to 5:30
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MSC experiences
development changes
throughout its history
highlight social happenings
panty raids and women's lib
By Cat Singleton

"There shall be established,
under the direction and
supervision of the State Normal
School Board, at the City of
Moorhead, a normal school, to
be known as the State Normal
School at Moorhead; provided,
said city shall donate to the
state a suitable tract of not less
than six acres of land, to be
approved by the Normal School
Board for the location, use and
benefit of said school; further,
that no money shall be
appropriated for the erection of
buildings for said school until
the year one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-seven."
This is the act that Minnesota
legislature passed on March 5,
1885, that established what is
now Moorhead State College.
The school was opened Aug. 29,
1888, and in less than a month
had attained an enrollment of 42
students. The convergence at
M o o r h e a d of t w o g r e a t
railroads. Northern Pacific and

Great Northern, made the city
the best spot in the fertile Red
River Valley for the
e s t a b l i s h m e n t of a n o r m a l
school.
In the beginning the college
enrolled only high school grade
students, but eventually more
and more high schools were
built and it was soon no longer
necessary for the college to
provide a high school level
education.
In 1921 the school adopted a
four-year curriculum and was
renamed Moorhead State
Teachers College, Two years of
high school were required for
entry. In 1924 only high school
graduates were allowed to
enroll.
By 1944, 768 students had
graduated with Bachelor of
Science in Education degrees.
Also in 1944, the administration
had only four secretaries, the
Bookstore had one, and the
Campus School had one. Today
there are 110 employee s at

In 1904 Old Main saw the same kind of winters we see today.

MSC classified as clerical
workers.
In 1954 the enrollment had
increased to 744. The college
was growing.
From 1945 to 1946 enrollment
jumped from 243 to 604. In 1950
to 1951 enrollment dropped
from 801 to 533. After that
however, enrollment continued
to rise. The large rise in
enrollment correspondedto the
end of World War II and the
drop in enrollment was
four
years later.
The college kept growing
from then on to a peak of 5,351,
reached in 1969. Present
enrollment is about 4,780.
In 1954 to 1970 a bulletin
entitled Looking Ahead

predicted enrollment would
increase tremendously in the
years ahead. It estimated that,
by 1970, MSC would have at
least an enrollment of 1,500
students.
According to Dr. Roland
Dille, MSC president, ARA
Slater MSC's food service, has
been here for 13 or 14 years,
turning out food for many of the
students., Before them the
college ran its own food services.
Millie Dahl, an
early MSC teacher, ran it for
many years according to Dille.
When some one else took over, it
went into debt.
In 1957 the name was changed
from Moorhead State Teachers

MERICAN S TATE 4 AM
BANK

Downtown Moorhead

Dorothie Nordick, manaeer of
the Et Cetera Shop,believes
raids of a sort are continuing
because the boys of Ballard Hall
r e t u r n e d s e v e r a l p a i r s of
panties and panty hose to the
lost and found at the end of last
year.

Are you about to marry
your handsome prince?
If unique is what you
seek in your
choice of
engagement or wedding
rings choose from
Minnesota's only original
stylings.
Ronald Originals Jewelers
701 Hennepin at 7th St.
Downtown Minneapolis

TEMPERATURE

DRIVE IN BANKING
CUSTOMER PARKING

Three years ago co-ed dorms
were
started. The first one
was Neumaier.
1968 saw
the last panty raid. It was in
Dahl Hall.

C a m p u s Lovelies

-FFree minimum balance checking
+ Drive in teller windows
+ Friendly fast service

TIMC

Many things hevechanged in
only the past few years. Women
have suddenly been liberated.
Up until 1968, sophomore,
junior, and senior girls under
21, were required to be back in
their dormitory rooms by 11
p.m. Until 1969, freshman girls
were required to be in by 11
p.m.

Attention

Striving to meet student needs

AMERICAN
STATE

College to Moorhead State
College.

Member FDIC

This Week

i—» —i—i—i
Ai

i t i

^sl
MsFT
OUIMOu 1

LANES
• LOUNGE
• STEAKHOUSE

Dial 233-6153 o r 233-2778
Highway 75 North — Moorhead

•

Dancing Girls
• No' Cover Charge
• No Tipping
• Just Greof Food I

featuring JAMIE
WE ALSO HAVE:

A FULL MENU
OPEN BOWLING
DAILY AND WEEKENDS
A Big Welcome To All 18-year-olds

oiEalullallalultalla

e No Entertainment

CHANGES

CALL FOR RESERVATIONS

B0N2NZS
SHIMS PIT,
2515 S. University Drive

40 ? Off

Reg. Price

SUNDAY ONLY
+ Sirloin
+Chopped Steak

Bring your MSC
I.D. for this special.
(No coupon).
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events calendar
Thursday, Dec. 13
7

7 P-m- ~ Try Outefor "The Music Man" — CA Auditorium
student Recreational Swimming (Free) — Nemzek Pool
7 Wn

CMUnTo?10n,C

En5e"",le ana C°"ca»
*"""
Band

Pop Concert -

Anthropology Club Meeting, all interested individuals
Refreshments served. — 818 16 St. S. basement, Moorhead.

welcome

Friday, Dec. 14
6:30-8:30 p.m. — Faculty Staff Swimming-Nemzek Pool
Saturday, Dec. 15
5:30 p.m. — Jr. Varsity Basketball: MSC vs. Bo,tinneau Jr. College —
Nemzek Fieldhouse
7:30 p.m.
Basketbal I: MSC vs. Hamline - Nemzek Fieldhouse
Sunday, Dec. 16
2:30 p.m. SIMS — Room 226, Union
8 p.m. —TKE's Meeting — Room 202, Union
8:15 p.m. — CONCERT
CHOIR CHRISTMAS
Auditorium

CONCERT

— CA

Monday, Dec. 17
5 p.m. — SUPB Meeting Room 226, Union
5:30 p.m. Jr. Varsity Basketball: MSC vs. ND State School of Science —
Nemzek Fieldhouse
7-9 p.m. — Student Recreational Swimming-Nemzek Pool
7:30 p.m.
Basketball: MSC vs. Duluth — Nemzek Fieldhouse
Tuesday, Dec. 18
4 p.m. — Orientation Committee — Room 215, Union
6p.m. — SPURS Meeting — Senate Chambers, Union
7 p.m. —College Republicans Meeting — Room 226, Union
7 p.m. — English Club Meeting — Coffeehouse, Union
7-9 p.m. — Student Recreational Swimming — Nemzek Pool
Wednesday, Dec. 19
7 p.m. — United Campus Ministry — Room 204, CMUnion
HOLIDAY RECESS BEGI NS5 p.m.- CLASSES RESUME ON JAN. 7

want ads
WANTED: 1,000 MSC guys at
Venice Gardens. Thurs., Dec. 13,
8:30. $1.50 advance, $2 at door.

Santa has brought
an old friend back
to Moorhead just in
time for Christmas
and has a total
selection in wines,
liquors and beer
just for you.

THOUSANDS OF THANKS to the
dozen SPURS who did the serving at
the International Dinner. Yin.
FOR SALE: 1972 Vega Hatchback,
green, 4-speed-nice. Call Mark
Kiefer 236-8200 after 2.
HELP WANTED: Fargo Park
District has openings for boys'
hockey coaches. Hourly wage, 4
hours per week. Call FPD Office at
232-7145 or apply in person, 914 Main
Ave.
EAT OUT AT KISE, Ludefisk and
meatball supper,4:30-7 p.m. Dec. 21,
price $3.
WANTED: 1,000 MSC girls at
Venice Gardens Thurs., Dec. 13 at
8:30. $1.50 advance, $2 at door.
DEEPEST APPRECIATION
to
Lee, Chan, Jackie, Carrie, Alice and
others. Without their effort, the
dishes left after the International
Dinner would never have been
finished. Yin.
VOTE — Charlie Kettner for
Student Senate. General Election
Friday, Dec. 14.
CHICK NEEDS RIDE
to
Rochester, N.Y., or anywhere near.
Will share expenses. Can leave Dec.
19 or sooner. Call 3158.
FOR SALE: Big Boogie tickets
$1.50 for night at Venice Gardens
Thurs., Dec. 13, at 8:30. Raisin &
Flake Boogiers.

Stop and find out what the
Snakebite Special is this
week. Planning a keg?

THE SEXUAL FREEDOM
LEAGUE
of Moorhead State
College will hold a Love-In Thurs.,
Feb. 14,12 noon at Concordia College
to liberate the poor Cobbers from
their oppressors.

Well fix you up.

FOR SALE — Green Army
trenchcoat. WARM. Fully-lined in
excellent condition. Asking $15. Call
Sharon 236-3621 or leave a note at
Dahl Desk for Room 140.

V

F >peye's Off Sale
4TH & MAIN MOORHEAD

FOLLOW YOUR NOSE: Let the
aroma get you to the Gardens Dec.
13 at 8:30. $1.50 advance and $2 at
door.
FOR SALE — hard-cover
astrology books, good condition.
"Astrology for Adults," Linda
Goodman's "Sun Signs" and "A
Time for Astrology" by Jesse
Stearn. Book club editions. Will sell
cheap. Call 236-3093.

WANTED TO BUY: Lionel
electric trains. Call 236-8566.
LONELY: Male looking
female roommate 235-3883.

for

LOIS LANE requests the man of
steel to come drink, dance and do it
at Venice Gardens tonight.
PLEASE accept apology from us
to those who had to wait about 30
minutes before they were served at
the International Dinner. We want
you to know we tried to do our best.
Students Club.
FOR SALE: 64 Olds. 67,000
original miles. All or parts for sale.
$100. Call 233-4732.
LOST — Silver I.D. bracelet with
the name Bobbie. If you found it,
please call 236-3484.
VETS CLUB MEETING — Thurs.
Dec. 13 at 7:30 p.m. at Moorhead
Legion Hall, 700 1st. Ave. N.,
Moorhead. Free beer. If need ride,
call Jim Simpson at 236-6205.
PERSONAL: Linus, the Great
Pumpkin secretly hides out at
Venice Gardens. He wants a
redezvous with you 8:30 tonight
beneath the bar.
NEED A RIDE? Going to North
Carolina. Can take 2 riders. Via
Minneapolis, Chicago, Indianapolis,
Kentucky and Tennesse. Share
expenses. Call Jim at 236-6205 after
5.
SUPERMAN wants Lana Lang to
join Lois Lane at Venice Gardens
tonight. After all, he has two hands
and is super.
INTERESTED STUDENTS: To
those who want to join the
International Students Club, please
keep in touch with this column. The
next meeting will be announced
shortly. International Students Club.
FOR SALE — 1219 Dual turntable
with base, dust cover and Stanton
681 EE cartridge. Also Alphaphone
basic e.e.g. brainwave trainer. Call
287-2082.
PERSONAL: Welcome to MSC,
• Leslie!
FLYING. Anything, anyplace,
anytime. Call Tom Lindeman 2320558.
PERSONAL: To May,is and
Turkey, may they rest in dressing.
SHEDIBAH.
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the end all
to such
statements
in a humorous vein
By Sandy Moses
and Phil Hilker
"President Dille, when do we
get liquor on campus?"
"When Walt Eisner sobers
up."
"President Dille, when do we
get liquor on campus?"
"As soon as I'm done with it."
"President Dille, when do we
get liquor on campus?"
"When grades come out."
"Hey, we're eating at Kise
tlonight!"
"Do you want that to read as
your cause of death?"
"Hey,we're eating at Kise
tonight."
''What a bunch of
masochists!"

"Hey, we're eating at Kise
tonight.
"Well, it's been nice knowing
y°u "

playing around and act now. You may never have the chance again.

"Hey- the flasher's
in my
"Debbie, how are things in
room."
the Senate?"
"Hey, we're going to Kise
"Well, ask him if he's got our
"We won't know until grades
now.
grades."
come out."
"Oh, is that where we pick up
our grades?"
"Debbie, how are things in
"Say, I hear tuition's going
the Senate?"
up."
Hey, the flasher's in my
"I don't know. Ask Walt
"Well, you pay for it. I'm
r°!^''
...
'
Eisner."
busy.»
Hold him until we round up
all the girls on the floor."
"Debbie, how are things in
«Say, I hear tuition's going
the Senate?"
up.»
"Hey, the flasher's in my
"If we had a quorum we could
"Yeah.
so's
roomdecide."
my blood pressure."
"He always did like you
best "
, "Debbie, how are things in
"Say, I hear tuition's going
the Senate?
up."
Hey, the flashers
in my
' I m resigned to the fact that
"Well, I wondered where it
room."
things aren't going so well."
was going."
"Your Advocate
...
,, ,.j ,. want ad sure
... ,
...
.
did pay off, didn t it?
Debbie, how are things m
"Say, I hear tuition's going

"Hey, the Advocate comes
out today"
"Yeah,
and so will mv
lunch."
"Hey, the Advocate comes
out today."
"Great! Another week's
supply of trash can liners."
"Hey, the Advocatr comes out
today."
"Yeah. All the nooses fit to
print."
"Hey, the Advocate comes
out today."
"So, what else is news7"
«ir
pv
y„nn
«ey,
tne Advocate
comes
out today."

"Hov th n h • •
the Senate?"
up."
"So what! It's just another
Hey, the flasher s in my
As far as lethargy is
"Wish I could say the same one of those dumb college
room."
concerned, I just can't seem to for my grades."
newspapers that stoops to
Sure and Dasher, Comet lick er."
degrading jokes like these."

and Blitzen are in mine.

musicians to play

inese merry minstrels of yesteryear look pretty strung-out to us. By the
way, don't forget the Symphonic Wind Ensemble and Concert Band
performance at 7:30 p.m. tonight.

The MSC Symphonic Wind
Ensemble will perform a joint
Christmas concert with the
Concert Band at 7:30 p.m.

Thursday, Dec- 13th, in
the Student Union ballroom.
The Concert Band will perform
"Christmas Rhapsody" by
Newell Long, the "Romeo and
Juliet Overture" by V. Bellini,
Vladres Norwegian March" by
Hanssen, and "Christmas
'Round the World" by James
Ployhar.
The Wind Ensemble will play
a variety of light music and
Christmas including "Sleigh
Ride" by LeRoy Anderson,
"Christmas Music for Winds"
by J. Cacavas, and a medley of
marches by Kenneth Alford
entitled "Colonel Bogey on
Parade.'
The flute section will be
featured in a piece by Edward
Madden entiutled "Flutes,
Flutes, Flutes!" Don Jacoby's
"Carnival Variations" will
feature trumpet trio. Also being
performed will be "Autumn
Leaves" arranged by Alfred
Reed, and a major work for
symphonic band, "Russian
Christmas Music," also by
Reed.
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Christmas

this

week's arts calendar

Dec. 13 — The Music Man, Play try-outs, CA Auditorium,

memories
readers acted
Capote work
By Maureen Zimmerman
"Memories, pressed between
the pages of my mind."
"Memories, sweetened
through the ages just like
wine...."
December 25th. A time for
remembering all the little
things that mean so much.
Throwing strands of shimmery
tinsel on the tree, stacking with
care the precious presents that
you bought after hours of
indecision, cooking tray after
tray of creamy chocolate fudge
Dad likes so much; all these
things are Christmas.

choir will sing
Sunday, Dec. 16, at 8: 15 p.m.
in the CA Auditorium, the
Moorhead State College Concert
Choir will present its annual
Christmas concert.
The concert is free
and the public is cordially
invited.

dlSCS that topped Charts
S1I1CG tllfi (IdWIl Of TOCK

Dec. 13 — Symphonic Wind Ensemble and Band, Pop
Concert, CMU Ballroom, 7:30 p.m.
*I1W
Dec. 14 — Susan Talbut, Sr. Flute Recital, Concordia
College, 8 p.m.
Dec. 16 — Christmas Concert, Festival Hall, NDSU, 4 from Patti Page
p.m.
Dec. 16 — Christmas Choir Concert, CA Auditorium, 8:15 By Jeff Baenen
p.m.
For those who ventured out
into the remains of Saturday
night's blizzard, another
ornament was added to the tree
of Christmas
memories.
Truman Capote's "A Christmas
Memory," presented by the
Moorhead State College
Readers' Theatre, rang the
bells of joy and emotion. Those
attending were sent home with
tears in their eyes and
anticipation in their souls for
the holiday season to come.
For those unfamiliar with the
Readers' Theatre, "A
Chrsitmas Memory" was a
perfect introduction.
The
touching and human story of a
boy and his older friend
preparing for the festive season
was flawlessly presented by
three actors. Edward Anderson
(jr-Pelican Rapids) completely
captured the feverish
excitement of a young boy
during the season of giving
presents and baking food. Faye

Couch (jr-Rapid City, SD) was
unforgettable. In her eyes one
could see the love and joy the
woman had for the world and
for life.
Every word rang
sweetly and sorrowfully. David
Moberg (fr-Fargo) as the young
boy grown up was strong and
yet gentle in his portrayal of a
man looking back on his
childhood.
The combination of these
three talented individuals
resulted in a powerful
p e r f o r m a n c e which-is
unforgotten.

it's a sock hop
United Black Students and
SUPB are getting together and
having a funky dance for one
and all. Saturday night from 10
p.m. until 1 a.m. in the CMU
Ballroom. Free of charge. A
door prize will be given away at
the dance.

band era arrived when all had to save
'music is getting devoured'
By Dan Mangold
"History does not repeat itself
musically," or so I learned in an
interview with Dr. A1 Noice,
associate professor of Music.
After spending the better part of
an afternoon with Noice, I am
convinced that he is as close to
an expert on the big band era as
Fargo-Moorhead has.
Technically, the big band
era, which can also be called the
swing or bop era, spanned a
time period from 1932-55. "In
fact," Noice explained, "some
of the big bands are still playing
today; bands like Basie, Harry
James and the Glenn Miller
Band. Most calls for the bands
are in Las Vegas."
There were cardinal rules to
be followed by the bands.
Conformities such as uniforms,
proper sheet music, fronts and
music selection were all
enforced by the leader, who had
more than just a superficial
title. Offstage, the leader was
manager, arranger, accountant
and bus driver.On stage, he was
the link between the audience
and the band, sometimes keep
ing one eye on the band and the
other on the dancers in order to
determine proper song
selection. I asked
Noice
about the relationship between
the leader and the sidemen. He
answered with a sharp,
"employer and employee!"
As far as the music goes, it
was very melody oriented. For
example, Glenn Miller's
"Moonlight Serenade" was
originally a warm-up trombone

exercise. Everything evolved
around melody and timbre
(tone color). Band leaders such
as Sammy Kaye, Artie Shaw
and the Dorseys all strove for a
warm and full sound — timbre.
I also discussed the
timelessness of the musicians of
the swing era and why music of
this era is not timeless. Noice
had ananswerthat,surprisingly,
pertains to our current energy
crisis:"The swing era came in a
time when everyone had to
conserve — the first 10 years of
depression and then five years
of World War II. You learned to
conserve even on art, which
was a sort of conditioning. After
World War II, people went
beserk and went on a
consumptive spree and are just
now realizing it. Music is
getting devoured."
The war had a great effect on
the swing music era in other
ways than just the conservation
conditioning.
"The people needed
something to lean on and pop
music seemed to fit the bill
perfectly," continued Noice.
"The music itself was directly
related to the military in the use
of uniforms, organization, etc."
"Looking in retrospect,"said
Noice, "I find that the bands
won't come back, but at least
the music is still here. Swing
music will never have the same
popularity with the masses as
before, but it nonetheless still
has charm."

VV

to the Beatles

To say that tastes in music
have changed radically in the
past 20
years would be an
understatement. Music is as
much a part of society's fashion
as the height of the skirt or the
length of the hair. What is "in"?
What is "out"? That depends
upon the public's mood. Who
would have said ten years ago
that four mop-tops from
England would make music as
immortal as that composed by
Bach or Beethoven? Why is the
supposedly "disgraceful" rock
'n' roll produced by the Greaser
bands of the 50's still as popular
now as it was back then? The
public, as consumers of music,
ultimately decides the trends.
To illustrate this point, let us
examine Cashboix Magazine's
list of Number One Best-Selling
Singles from the years 1949-68,
as reprinted in Roxon's
Encyclopedia of Rock:

1949 — "Forever and Ever"
(Russ Morgan Orchestra).
1950 — "Goodnight, Irene"
(Gorden Jenkins arid the
Weavers)
1951 — "Tennessee Waltz"
(Patti Page)
1952 — "Cry" (Johnny Ray)
1953 — "Song from Moulin
Rouge'' (Percy Faith
Orchestra) and "Till I Waltz
With YQU" (Teresa Brewer)
1954— "Little Things Mean A
Lot" (Kitty Kallen)
1955 — "Rock Around the
Clock" (Bill Haley and the
Comets)
1956 — "Don't Be Cruel"
(Elvis Presley)
1957 — "Tammy" (Debbie
Reynolds)
1958 — "Nel Blu Di Piuto Di
Blu" (Domenico Mundugno)
1959 — "Mack the Knife"
(Bobby Darin)
1960 — "Theme from
'Summer Place"' (Percy Faith
Orchestra)
1961 — "Theme from
'Exodus'" (Ferrante and
Teicher)
1962 — "Twist" (Chubby
Checker)
1963 — "Limbo Rock"
(Chubby Checker)
1964 — "I Wanna Hold Your
Hand" (The Beatles)
1965 — "Back In My Arms
Again" (The Supremes) .
1966 — "Ballad Of The Green
Berets" (S-Sgt. Barry Sadler)
1967 — "The Letter" (The
Boxtops)
1968 — "Hey Jude" (The
Beatles)
How many of those Golden
Oldies do you remember?
The trends in music here are
evident: the easy-listening
tunes of the early-50's, an
upswing of rock 'n' roll during
the
mid-50's, the sparkling
show hits of the late-50's and
early-60's and the evolution of
60's pop, a flood that burst the*
dam with "I Wanna Hold Your
Hand."
Presley is still bump-andgrinding out macho-rock,
Checker is attempting a
comeback, and the Beatles have
gone their separate ways. The
music scene has seen both
teeny boppers and weeny
boppers, glam-rock and sham
rock, fag bands and gag bands.
There has been acid-rock,
banal-rock, metal-rock, hardrock, soft-rock and clerasil, rock. Styles have come and
gone, and they all enjoy a
revival at one time or another.
David Bowie, Don McLean and
The Band have just released
their interpretations of the
songs that have formed their
musical roots.
The question we should ask is,
"What music will our
generation be remembered for
20 years from now?"
The possibilities are too
frightening to imagine.
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book on art
of Disney is
also magical
billions made off
Mickey Mouse
By Bruce R. Miller

weighs a massive seven and
one-half pounds, Finch exposes
what has gone into making
Disney's numerous cartoon
short subjects, feature-length
motion pictures, television
programs and amusement
parks synonymous with quality
family entertainment.
Divided into four main parts
and eighteen chapters, "The
Art of Walt Disney" begins with
a brief history of how Disney
began his career and how
Mickey Mouse came into being.
The little mouse, who today is
hailed as the first black
superstar, was initially called
Mortimer Mouse, yet on the
advice of Disney's wife, Lillian,
Mortimer was rechristened
Mickey Mouse before his screen
debut in 1928. Mickey, created
by Disney and drawn by
Disney's partner, Ub Iweks,
arrived with the advent of
sound, and immediately
became a public success. His
exploits in "Steamboat Willie,"
"Plane Crazy," and "Gallopin'
Gaucho," not only won Disney
on honorary Oscar in 1932, but
also led to the development of
such other audience-pleasers as
Goofy, Donald Duck and Pluto.

During the depression-ridden
20's and 30's, millions of peo
ple flocked to motion picture
theatres everywhere to see the
hilarious antics of the first
cartoon superstar, Mickey
Mouse. Twenty-five years later,
a second generation thronged to
California to witness the grand
opening of ."the happiest place
on Earth," Disneyland. Now, in
1973, a third generation, with
the help of British author
Christopher Finch, has finally
discovered what made the
creations of Walt Disney so
venerable and popular with
billions of people across the
world for the past five decades.
In 1934, Disney became
In his book, "The Art of Walt dissatisfied with continually
Disney," which contains 458 p r o d u c i n g a n i m a t e d s h o r t
pages, 763 illustrations, and subjects and began to embark

WANTED
Men and Women Bowlers
Bowling Tournament Starts
This Weekend.
Registration Ends One Hour
Before Tournament

Men's—1:00 p.m.—Saturday
Women's—1:00 p.m.—Sunday
More information available at
Memorial Union Rec. Center desk.
Unisex Place For
Mod Hairstyles —
519 First Avenue No.
Fargo, North Dakota

Comstock

upon making his first featurelength cartoon. The story he
chose to receive this
monumental treatment was, of
course, "Snow White and the
Seven Dwarfs," a fairy tale
which, in silent, live-action
form, was the first motion
picture he had ever seen. The
film took five years to make and
established Disney as the
leading producer of animated
features
He followed "Snow White"
with "Pinocchio" (considered
by author Finch as Disney's
greatest film). "Fantasia,"
"Dumbo", and"Bambi". Each
film attracted large audiences
both when they were first'issued
and later reissued, and
provided the basis for many of
the attractions at Disney's pet
project, Disneyland.
"Song of the South," a 1946
film based on the Uncle Remus
tales, successfully combined
animation and live-action,
marking the entrance of the
Disney corporation into direct
competition with the other
major motion picture studios.
The short subjects produced
by the Disney company were no
longer geared toward the war
effort as they were in the 40's,
with such favorites as Donald
Duck and Chip and Dale sharing
audience popularity with the
True Life Adventures-nature

studies done by expert
naturalists. These films,
comprised of the Academy
Award-winning "Seal Island,"
" I n B e a v e r Valley " a n d
"Water Birds" led to the fulllength animal documentaries,
"The Living Desert" and "The
Vanishing Prairie."
Disney's desire to create a
place where
children and
adults alike could enjoy
themselves led to the
development of Disneyland and
signaled the beginning of
Disney's stay on television. In
order to finance his amusement
park, Walt needed large
monetary support. The
American Broadcasting
Company, continually urging
Disney to do a television series,
agreed to invest in the park if
Walt would produce a series for
ABC. Anxious to go ahead with
his plans, Disney consented and
used his series, entitled
"Disneyland," to promote his
"Magic Kingdom." In 1961 the
program moved to the National
Broadcasting Company's
Sunday night line-up where it
has remained for the past
twelve years.
Disney found that Disneyland
did not have enough room to
include all of the ideas his
engineers or "imagineers," as
he called them, could dream
up. Thus, in 1965, in order to
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house more innovations from
the men who invented audioanimatronics, Disney
purchased 27,443 acres of land
in Florida with the profits from
Disneyland and his highly
successful 1964 motijon picture,
"Mary Poppins." His dream,
which he never lived to see,
became known as "Walt Disney
World," and contains, along
With a theme park similar to
Disneyland, an area set aside
for the Experimental Protoype
C o m m u n i t y of T o m o r r o w
(EPCOT).
Through the many
photographs and drawings
included in "The Art of Walt
Disney", it is easy to see why
the magical touch of Disney has
lasted even though he is gone.
Finch's narrative, while not a
biography of Disney, gives
insight into the true character
of the man and provides a
simplistic background of the
operations of Walt Disney
Productions. With t h e fine
foundation established by
Finch, an in-depth study of Walt
Disney could very well be
done. This analysis, if carefully
handled, could reveal to
perhaps another generation
exactly what force motivated
the man who succeeded in
building a kingdom around a
tiny mouse who made millions
of people happy.
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MSC 'super teams' recalled
'64 wrestlers
'71 basketball
By Jim Thielman
It is probably only fate that
brings a remarkable team
together; there are many things
that bring it to an end. Fate has
built a number of "super"
teams here at Moorhead State
College. Some of the teams are
fairly recent, others are only
faded memories, but they did
exist. Here, they exist again.

conference that year also.
Going back even further, we
come to the
undefeated 1934
Team, which was one of English
Professor Clarence Glasrud's
favorites.
"I remember all the teams of
the 30's. The MoorheadConcordia games in 1930, 1931
and 1933 all ended in scoreless
ties. There was also a team that
had 39 of its 40 members join the
National Guard when the war
started. And a lot of them didn't
return."

The 1934 team also drew
national attention. Red Grange,
There seems to be little doubt f o r m e r f o o t b a l l g r e a t ,
the wrestling team to receive commented on NBC radio that
number one honors on our all- Moorhead musthave a whale of
time list of "greats" is the 1964 a football team to defeat strong
National Association of NDSU and to win all
the
Intercollegiate Athletics conference games. He added
(NAIA) Championship Team. that he would not be surprised if
there was a Sugar Bowl Game
"That team was overly involving the Dragons and
blessed with talent," comments A l a b a m a o r S o u t h e r n
Dick. Seal, Forum sports Methodist.
columnist. "The Northern
Intercollegiate Conference
For Glasrud, the 1929
(NIC) has never had a team like basketball team was as good
that before or since."
as any he ever saw. A man
named Ray Johnson played the
Buck Maughn, a member of key role, in
Glasrud's
that 1964 team, agrees with recollection.
Seal. "The squad was big, with
"Johnson left Moorhead State
15 to 20 members coming from
had earned his
Pennsylvania, and we were before he
diploma to coach in Montana.
relatively free of injury."
In the meantime, Concordia
Maughn said the crowds at
inherited
the Moorhead High
home were
always large,
team
that
won the state
generally about 2,000 people.
tournament the previous year.
Everyone thought that
''When we won the
Concordia would be a
NAIA Crown, we would take the
powerhouse until Johnson
trophy with us everywhere,
decided to return. He also
even into restaurants. It was the
brought his entire basketball
best team I ever wrestled on."
team with him. There was an
intense
rivalry between the
Moorhead State Golf Coach
T.E. Smith believes wrestling schools and they played five
games each year."
only developed after the arrival
of coach Bill Garland. "In the
The 1970-71 basketball team
earlier years, competition was
draws the nod from Scott,
very scarce. Pat Ferris was
Christenson, and Seal. Scott
instrumental in getting meets
emphasizes the fact that the
organized."
team won 15 games in a row.
Seal believes it was the best allGarland was named coach of
around five Moorhead State
the year by the NAIA for
capturing the 1964 title. He is ever had. "They had musclecurrently planning a ten-year power and accurate shooters. It
was remarkable that they did
reunion of former wrestlers in
so well considering the fact only
honor of the 1964 team. WDAY
two of the five were on the
sports announcer Boyd
previous year's team."
Christenson states, "I don't
think Garland could ever be any
The track teams of recent
more successful than he was
years also out-distance earlier
with that team. It was just a
thin-clad -teams. Smith and
super team."
Glasrud mention the coaching
staffs of earlier days in contrast
The opinion regarding
with what is available now.
football is a little more divided.
Moorhead State Sports
Information Director Larry
Scott picks the 1971
Championship Team as the best
he has ever seen. Christenson
and Seal agree with that choice
and both recall one particular
game from the season.
"The game with Michigan
Tech in the mud was really a
battle and Moorhead won 6 to
0," says Christenson. Seal
reminds us that Tech had a
super itself that year.

Coach Smith reaches back to
1952 to pick his favorite team.
Moorhead State won the
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First football team at Moorhead State College in 1900. Fhoto from MSC Archives

the most outstanding college
track coaches in the country."
He also mentioned that track
is probably Moorhead's
strongest sport.
Masanz picks his last year's
team as being the best in his
mind. "It was only a shade
above the rest. This was largely
due to the number of veterans
on the team. We've been
progressing in track each year
and peaked last year."

Baseball has never been a
strong sport for the college, but
the 1940 team, on which Smith The Dragons of 1964 — NAIA Wrestling Champions.
was player-coach, is a strong Photo from 1964 Dragon
possibility. The team had
supurb pitching and some Glasrud, who coached the sport,
seasoned veterans in the field, does recall an incident from the
a c c o r d i n g t o t h e c a m p u s 1930's.
newspaper of that year. The
team went undefeated in an
"We would play on Island By Larry Nicholson
eight-game schedule.
Park courts in Fargo and
It is the fall of the year. The
sometimes in the spring the football players are practicing
Smith liked the league in river would flood. The island
which Moorhead participated and courts would be above on the gridiron, but something
during those years. "The water but no one could reach is different about this team.
distances to travel were very them so we'd get a couple of Yes indeed, very different,
because the year is 1936.
short and destinations could be boats and row across. "
On this team are some very
reached in a matter of hours.
distinguished
players. They
Students would not have to miss
Glasrud and Smith feel the
any classes and would not be situation with athletics has were well known then and well
remembered today. Two of
weary from a long trip."
drastically changed over the these gridiron players are in our
years. "On a small campus of
Seal believes the best 500 students," Glasrud says, community today. They are
baseball team was 1963. Jerry "We would know all the players M a r c o G o t t a a n d N e i l
Hegna caught and played left very well. We would eat with Wolhwend. Gotta is the owner
field for the conference-winning them and do things together. of Sportland in downtown
team. The all-conference player There was more school spirit Moorhead. Wolhwend, once coowner with Gotta, is now a
said the team had good due to this involvement."
representative in the State
potential. "We had good
Legislature.
pitching and that was hard Jo
Smith mentioned- the fact
The two senior Dragon
that there are more men trying
" T r a c k h a d n o r e a l come by."
out for sports now and a player football players of the 1930's
organization until fairly
Smith and Seal seem to agree can specialize. "A kid will play reminisce about the old days,
recently," states Smith. "You'd
on
the 1961 Golf Team as being a position in high school and he commenting on the player of the
have a different coach every
as
good
as any. "Jim McElhany can continue that in college. day. A Dragon in those days
year and that was no good."
was on that team and he was a Back then, we were playing was a dedicated ball player — a
Glasrud says coaches were just
too scarce to do justice to the helluva golfer and Northern both ways." Smith did not feel die hard.
Intercollegiate Conference playing both ways deprived the
sport.
There was no fooling around,
medalist," says Seal.
fan of top performances from as Gotta remembers. There
players. "While we were very was strict adherence to the
Seal feels that any team from
Smith remembers team tired at the end of the game, the rules and teamwork both on and
the last five years could be
considered, but he favors the member Bob Quam could hit a respect for our coaches kept off the fields.
Gotta says that tuition in
1972 team. His main point was drive 220 yards with only an our desire strong."
those days cost $17 per quarter.
that this squad stayed fairly iron. He added that at least 17 of
his former golfers went on to
Were things really better in Books were free for him
healthy during the season.
become club pros.
the "good old days?" Much like because he had a $20 a month
T e n n i s i s o b s c u r e i n these number one teams, it is scholarship. Room and board
Christenson credited present
cost $22 a month.
coach Ron Masanz. "He's one of Moorhead State History but only a matter of opinion.

'36 Dragon
looks back
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'Red' Al
faced
S. Paige

"Good Canadian Moonshine"
was a close second.
"Red" Al is old now and he's
retired from the Minnesota
Highway Department. He'll tell
you he built old Highway 92, but
that's not real important.

Baseball was important and
still is, to "Red." He played
semi-pro ball for twenty-eight
years and coached for twelve
years. He started center field at
age 14, and played until age
42. "Lead off" hitting was his
specialty. "Red" could hit
baseballs and steal bases
By Karl Xavier III
quicker than anyone in the
"You're damned right, I league, just ask him.
played against Satchel Paige! I
didn't hit the ball, but I did
"I remember when we played
stand up at the plate, that's against "Shorty" Dekko's Gary
more than some other players Giants. They had some black
did!" "Red" Al played semi-pro players. Now, this one was a
bush league baseball when it pitcher and he was real good.
was big. Those were old days, in Heh, we beat 'em 3-1, a game
the 30's to be exact. *'Red" was Shorty will never forget. They
good then and his baseball were tops, we weren't". But,
hands show it.
those were old days, the early
30's. Those days are gone, but
According to "Red," those they were goddamned good
were the days, the days when days even though they were
the Midwest was sizzling. The hard times!"
people didn't have any money,
but they had warmth. Baseball
"1 tell ya, when I played for
was about the only recreational Cando, North Dakota, we had
gathering people could afford. one hell of a team. I made one

'Shorty' Dekko

MSC reps,
sought for
ACU-I

hundred twenty five dollars a
month. That was big money for
the Depression days. I payed
my Dad thirty dollars a month
to live on the farm and help
keep it alive. Yes sir, my Dad
used to really get mad. The
fellas and I would drive up to
Canada. That country had the
best moonshine you ever did
swallow. There wasn't much in
the States at that time, just a
few farmers shining on the sly."

"Shorty" talked about the old
Kansas City Monarchs and
Chicago Giants, both semi-pro
teams during the 30's. "They
were good you know. The
players who didn't make the
teams down there came up
here. Some of those guys, I
managed. They could play
baseball!"
"You know, I played baseball
a long time, since age fourteen.
I started behind the plate
against Twin Valley,
Minnesota. It was my first big
game and the girls gave me
crap. "Does your mother know
where you are? " they'd call out.
The more they teased the
madder I got and the better I
played!"
"Shorty" Dekko remembered
the rough days, too. "The soil
was sandy, the crops were bad
and the prices were worse back
then. People still came to
games. Crowds were usually
about two hundred fans. It was
a common bond that held
everyone together. I remember
when we played "The House of
Davies". They were a team
from Michigan. The crowd was
over four hundred people and
the money we pulled in was
exactly six hundred seventy
four dollars. That was big!"
In a very non-racist tone,
"Shorty" talked about the black
players and the injustice. "Hell,
I had a player, Winfield Wright
was his name. He was good
enough to play in the Majors,
but he didn't have a chance.
And Satchel Paige, yes I played
against him. He played for
Bismarck, North Dakota. Now,
he could have easily made the
Majors. He beat everybody.
You didn't need a bat. You
couldn't see the damn ball when
he threw it. It was a shame. It
was all a bunch of chicken
shit!"
Those days are gone, says
Shorty. Now there are too many
snowmobiles, cars and
motorcycles. "Nobody wants to
play ball anymore and the kids
don't know the real excitement,
the way it really was."
Those old baseball days are
gone and "Shorty" doesn't think
they'll ever come back. He said
maybe the recession will revive
the old interest, but he doubts
that it would be the same. Those
days of finding jobs in the local
gas station, bank and high
school for the teammates are all
gone. People get bank loans
when they need money.

In February, Moorhead State
College will be the host for the
Association of College UnionsInternational Region 10 games
tournament.
At least 33
"Talk about baseball though,
colleges from Minnesota, North
Dakota, South Dakota, Iowa the crowds were great. Almost
a n d M a n i t o b a w i l l b e everyone came. We'd play
participating.
SUPB is about three games a week and
l o o k i n g f o r s t u d e n t s t o practice the rest. Admission
was only twenty-five or fifty
represent MSC.
Men's bowling will begin on cents, cheap and exciting. Hell,
S a t u r d a y , D e c . 1 6 , w i t h the women and kids, old folk,
registration ending at noon and farmers and townfolk all had a
great time. The crops weren't
competition beginning at 1 p.m.
Men will be rolling six games the best, but the people were."
each Saturday for three weeks.
"Red" played ball back then.
Entry fee is only $6 which
includes 18 (count 'em, 18!) Now he just talks baseball. He'll
tell you to look up "Shorty"
lines of bowling.
Information for women's Dekko, 'cause he was one of the
competition reads exactly the best. He runs a little barbershop
same, except their big day is in Gary, Minnesota.
Sunday, Dec. 17. They will roll
"Shorty" is short. He stands
six games each Sunday for
five feet two inches tall. He's
three weeks.
But bowling is not the only seventy nine years old and full
Those old days of baseball
competition scheduled for this of baseball. His barbershop is
practice
when more people
weekend. Get out your trusty about six feet wide and twenty
showed up than now for any
feet
long,
just
room
enough
for
pool cues, because Saturday,
regular game
are all gene,
Dec. 16 is also the day for two barber chairs, a wall
too.
"We
used
to
really
whoop
Tournament
B i l l i a r d s mirror and some good old
it up," says "Shorty."
baseball
pictures.
Competition, registration
It m, »s one want to dig out
ending at noon and eliminations
"Do I remember 'Red?' Yes an old liform, grab an old
beginning at 1 p.m.
Registration fee? One measly sir, he played for Cando, North leather glove and run the bases.
Dakota and then for Fertile, Shorty did and so did a bunch
buck.
O u r c o l l e g e n e e d s Minnesota. He was a good one of other men. Just ask one.
competitors for three other all right. They didn't have the Those days are old. Those days
events to represent us in best team, but "Red" was are gone. "Shorty" and "Red"
aren't.
February. Table tennis and good."
Womens' billiards playoffs will
be held in January. In addition,
if you are an avid bridge player,
you may be able to try your
hand in competition with other
students from four states and
one Canadian province. Play
Registration for hockey will continue through Dec. 18. Competition is
off dates have not yet been set
scheduled to begin Jan. 7 a t t h e Moorhead 4-H arena. Teams a r e limited to 15
for this event.
players with the games being played from 10-12 p.m.
Anyone who feels up to licking
Coed broomball registration also ends Dec. 18 with competition beginning
someone else at his
own
game, may call the Union Jan. 7. There is an 18-piayer limit (9 men and 9 women) with games
scheduled to be played from 9-11 p.m.
Recreation Center for more
information from enthusiastic
Both men's league basketball and men's basketball activities a r e in full
swing with a campus champion to be named at the conclusion of the season.
souls there.

intramurals

Members of the 1937 Moorhead State Women's Swim Team show form.
Photo from 1937 Praeceptor

dress gets less
By Maureen Zimmerman
Sugar and spice and
everything nice ... but what a
dribbler! Yes, men, women
have been great sports on and
off the court for many years,
but now they are even better in
their new sports fashions! Golf,
basketball, swimming, tennis,
field hockey, volleyball,
gymnastics ... all these bear
testimony to the change for the
better in sports attire.

it was. If you think millions of
American men are sitting in
front of their television sets
drooling over Chris Evert
because of her strong and
accurate strokes, you are
without a doubt either under
seven years old, or else you are
Bobby Riggs. Evert's secret
lies in a petite white tennis
dress which contrasts with her
darkly tanned legs.
Kathy
Rigby would not be where she is
today if gymnastics uniforms
were composed of black
turtleneck sweaters and colorcoordinated stretch pants. And
basketball became great only
after women showed men the
finer points of wearing shorts.

Remember when women had
more clothes on when they went
swimming than when they
graduated from high school?
How about the ankle-length
skirts that made picking up a
tennis ball a feat of
unquestionable magnitude?
Here at Moorhead State
Basketball was impossible in College the change can be seen
the pedal pushers of not too long r e a d i l y .
Volleyball and
ago; tripping over your pants basketball uniforms have given
during a crucial lay-up is no a w a y t o s h o r t s h o r t s , a
laughing matter!
And how noticeable improvement over
many women played Mary the jamaicas of yesteryear.
Poppins when a strong gust of The field hockey team just
wind whipped up their dresses acquired kilts and sweaters as
on a golf course?
It is new uniforms and the tennis
frightening to look back upon all team members are going in for
the evils that tried women's dresses in a big way.
souls of days gone by, simply
because they had to hide their
Come on men! So you don't
muscle-bound bodies.
like women who play games.
Maybe now it will be fun to
Something had to be done and watch!

MSC top priorityfirst mat victory
By Jim Thielman
An injury-plagued Moorhead
State wrestling team will try to
pin down its first victory of the
young season as it faces the
University of WisconsinSuperior 7:30, Dec. 13 at Alex
Nemzek Fieldhouse.
Moorhead's young grapplers
have encountered three
setbacks at the hands of
experienced teams. Coach Bill
Garland feels the
team is
faring well considering the
number of injuries that has;
been mounting.
"Most of these are nuisancetype injuries that require time
to heal," said Garland. "The
attitude of the team is good, in
fact, it's the best team I've had
since 1969. This is a fine group of
young men."
The coach has
been
impressed with the desire of the
team. He even told one over
anxious member he would have
to sit out until he was healthy
because he was only going to
aggravate matters by

competing.

"There's always the question
of whether to take it easy in
practice and sacrifice technique
or go all the way and chance an
injury. I'd rather they give all
they have in practice because
anything they can't do in
practice they won't be able to do
in a
match," Garland
commented.
A couple of the names to look
for tonight are Lyle
Freudenberg (sr-Parkers
Prairie), 150 pound division,and
heavyweight Dan Jinks (frGrand Rapids)

Notice
There will be a Track
meeting at 4 p.m. Monday at
131 Nemzek (team room)
for all prospective track
candidates.

attitude toward
jocks change
dumb athletes
By Mary Ann Young

In 1936 the Moorhead State
College Football Team was
described as "formidable and
clean-playing." In today's era
of the million-dollar play-forpay pigskinners, the 1973
Conference Champion Dragons
were praised as "more
professional."
The influence of the highlypopular professional leagues on
college football and the extent
to which they have entered into
the college athletic scene were
stressed in recent Advocate
interviews with local sports
reporters, players and fans.
"In the past, college sports
was a mode of entertainment,
something to do. There was no
thought of it becoming a life's
work," notes Ed Kolpack,
sports editor for The Forum of
Fargo-Moorhead. Today, many
an athlete is "looking forward"
to the pro ranks and college
playing fields serve as sort of a
"training ground," he adds.
Boyd Christenson, sports

233-2461
24 Hour
Towing A Wrecker
Service

broadcaster for WDAY-TV &
Radio, suggests that colleges
perhaps should develop specific
courses for those athletes that
are seriously thinking of turning
professional, just as they have
specific courses for other
professions.
"The dumb college athletes
image is gone today," states
Christenson. "The calibre of
athletes attracted to college
sports has changed
significantly. You have an
individual more intent on his
college degree. The game of
football is more sophisticated

and the emphasis on winning is
Football is no longer a
more prevalent."
game, states Wayne Gustafson
Athlete hero-worshipping Oi (jr-Mentor). The players were
the past is largely gone from "heroes" in high school but at
today's campus. Cheerleader MSC he sees it "as work, a job
Aria Christiansen (so-Buffalo) that you have to work at.
sees athletes as more serious There's more emphasis on
education than there used to be
now than ever before.
years ago but football is
"More people today are still win-oriented."
finding out about the sport of
Kolpack feels much of the
competition. I hope most
athletes are still out for the general public criticism of
sport of it. It seems to be the college athletic programs stems
thing to do if you have a little from revulsion against its high
price tag. He adds, however,
bit of talent," she says.
that athletics still "serve a key
Also, the jock attitude has role in giving students
mainly disappeared from something they can rally
Moorhead State, according to around."
baseball player Bill Ford (srKolpack sees the growth of
Moorhead). Athletes are "not
out for themselves, they're out women's participation in
athletics as one of the major
for the team."
Also most teams today are changes in the future. "Women
now on a more even basis, he have a right to take part in
athletics," he says, but nbtes
maintains.
tight finances and
overburdened taxpayers may
prove a major obstacle here,
also.
"I can't forsee any more
money. Athletic departments

will likely have to cut down on
money for men's programs" in
order to begin to meet women's
growing demands, Kolpack
anticipates.
An increase over the yer.rs in
the availability of .scholarships
is a change that Christenson
feels has tended to upgrade the
performances of teen's "
college athletes. Again he sees
financial barriers arising and
many colleges, unable to
continue increasing their
athletic budgets, forced to cut
back on scholarships.
"Comparatively; looking at
today's athletes, you'll note
they are stronger and more
capable," observes Kolpack.
"Records are being set almost
daily. Forty years ago, a 6-5
basketball players was viewed
as a freak of some kind."
He also cited better
equipment and coaching, from
the 4th grade on, as additional
background benefits that
today's college athletes enjoy.

Dragon results
Basketball
Moorhead State 70
Moorhead State 74

Boyd Christenson
WDAY sports broadcaster.

unien
HOLIDAY MALI
MOORHEAD

Ed Kolpack
sports editor of The Forum.

NO CAR?
Ride your bicycle
this winter.
Snowchains will do it.

NOMAD
1140 N. 8 St., Fargo

PARTY TIME
AT

Rausch Liquors
1330 MAIN AVE.
MOORHEAD

North Dakota State University 82
Macalester 83 (overtime)

Wrestling
Valley City State24
Moorhead State 12
Next Week's Action
Basketball
Moorhead State College vs. Hamline Dec. 15 at MSC
Moorhead State College vs. U of M Duluth Dec. 17 at MSC

Open Sundays 10-8

BULK CLEANING
5

'1.99

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT

WITH I D.

25c WASHERS

Mandy's Quick Clean & Laundry
Brookdale Shopping Center
Moorhead 234-7032

We Wrote the Bluebook On

Fine as they look alone, the sweaters favored
by the Class of '77 mix it up more spendidly
still. That's the whole idea, to add one of these
snap-dash sweaters to an equally snappy shirt
beneath, or another knitted piece. Make your
selection soon

Scene III

7ke7bGGEW
•
1
•
rMsl'JL I'iM

Downtown - Fargo
Dial 2)2-7133

JTJ/. HJT

Brook dale - Moorhead
Dial 233-431S

"G )d Lord, Mr. Holmes-what leads you to the conclusion
I i a gentleman of culture and good taste?"
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Dragons face
Hamline
Saturday
By Larry Nicholson

The Dragons will entertain
Hamline University of St. Paul
here Saturday night at 7:30. Not
much known about the Hamline
cagers except that they are
expected to be tough
competition. It is known that
they have a good return from
last year's squad.
Coach Dennis Anderson of the
Dragons comments thai
Hamline has a good squad, ever
though the Dragons dumped the
Pipers 74-59 at Hamline last
year.
The starting lineup for the
Dragons is uncertain. Anderson
says probable starters include
Kraig Wold (sr-Rochester) and
Larry Potter (jr-Duluth) as
guards, Chris Grier (jrAugusta, GA) as center and Jim
Bowen (jr-York, SC) and Dean
Renneke (jr-Wood Lake) as
forwards.

rec news
Monday, 5 p.m. Mixed
Team 6
Maranatha Mauraders
Cellmates
Team 2
God Squad
Holy Rollers

4
4
3
1
0
0

Monday, 7 p.m. Mixed
Hermits
Flat Apples
The Stars
The Babymakers
Burnouts & Flares
Hot Dogs

4
3
2
2
1
0

Tuesday, 5 p.m. Womens
12th Neumaier
BB Kids
Strikes
Something Stupid
Tuesday, 7 p.m. Womens
Team 1
Rangers
Vodka Gimlets
Team 3
Team 4
Wednesday, 5 p.m. Mens
Hole in Wall
Right and Left
Fur-Burgers
Glitter Duster

3
3
1
1

1
1
3
3

4
3
3
1
1

0
1
1

3
2
2
1

1
2
2
3

Wednesday, 7 p.m. Mens
Team 4
OneHanders
Team 1
Team 3
Owls
Team 2

3
3
3
1
1
1

1
1
1
3

Wednesday, 9 p.m. Mens
Vets
Conquestador
Sonic Attack
Pete's Shoes
High Bailers
Bailers

3
3
2
2
1
1

1
1
2
2

3
3

3

3

Thursday, 5 p.m. Mens
Split Decisions
Chokers
Stingers
Impossible TKEs
ZIP
Liners
Monday, 9 p.m. Mixed
Team No. 2
Fourth Floor Flingers
Circle K
Oh Shit
Lagoona Beach Hot Rods
Alley Cats

3
3
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official bulletin
(Students and staff are urged to read the Official Bulletin as•the? are
answerable for notices that affect them. Notices must be received by 10 a.m.
the Monday prior to the Thursday publication date and be sent type-written
to "Official Bulletin," MSC Registrar's Office, Owens Hall. Except for
certain notices of unusual importance, they will be printed only once.)
Don Engberg,
Registrar
WATCHMEN WANTED: The Moorhead State College Housing Office is
currently accepting applications for the position of campus Night Watchmen.
Applications may be picked up in the Housing Office, located in Ballard Hall.
Qualifications are: (1) MSC students who are (2) either juniors or 20 years of
age and (3) with a 2.0 grade-point-average. Males and females are
encouraged to apply. Rate of pay is $2 per hour. Application deadline is Dec.
20, 1973.

advocate

Steve Webber
Janis Fredrickson
Webb White
Tom Tollefson
Phil Hilker
Bruce Hanson
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Associate Editor
Business & Advertising Manager
Photo Editor
Arts Editor
Sports Editor

Nancy Bond, Ron Wood
MSC Circle K Chapter

Advertising Staff
Circulation
Copy Desk

P. D. Knutson, Ann Pepple
Jean Hedlund, Linda Peterson

Secretaries'

Tom Lundquist
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Writers and Photographers: Jeff Baenen, Lynne Bell, Dave
Benning, Carol Braun, Gayle Cossette, Jean Ferrand, Bob Isaac,
Corinne Iversen, LeAnn Kuntz, Shirley Lenz, Jeff Liss, Dan Mangold,
Bruce R. Miller, Sandy Moses, Larry Nicholson, Cal Singleton, Kim
Snyder, Jim Thielman, Harold Weatherly III, Mary Jo Ydstie, Mary
Ann Young and Maureen Zimmerman.

CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY: Last day of classes before the Christmas Holiday
will be Wednesday, Dec. 19, including evening classes. Classes will resume
on Monday, Jan. 7.

HATE CARS?
Want to save energy?
Ride your bicycle this
winter.

NOMAD
1140 N.8 St., Fargo

APPLE-- ORANGE
WITH purchase of any breakfast!
GOOD! MON. thru FRI.

Give
the gift
of love
A perfect Keepsake diamond
hacked hy our written guarantee
of perfect quality, fine white color
and correct modern cut. Conic in
today to see our exciting collection
of Keepsake Diamond Kings.

R E G I S T E R E D j L D I A M O N D R I N G S

This can be the
Christmas
she'll remember,
always

Madsen's
Jewelry
627 1st Ave.
North, Fargo
Member Park & Shop

• GOOD, MON. TUES. WED. THUR. FRI.

SERVING 24 HOURS A DAY

FARGO

WEST ACRES

MOORHEAD

OPEN 24 HOURS

OPEN 7 AM to 10:30PM

OPEN 24 HOURS

WEST MAIN
& 1-29

SHOPPING
CENTER

HIWAY 75 &
1-94

faculty

trying to live through this
period of transition, they're
changing. Each new generation
focuses on something the
previous generation
didn't.
There is now a more complex
o c t \of
J l problems
p i U U l C I I l b because more
set
values are being questioned."
on the MSC
' faculty for 26 years.
vf

(con't from P. 1)

According to King, the 70's
brought another change. By
realizing that change is not
brought about through
destruction, and by "doing your
own thing", one has to be
prepared to do it well. As for
students, King said, "If they're

Delmar Hansen, chairman of
the Speech-Theatre
Department, who has been a
faculty member at MSC for 12
years, does not feel that
students have changed. "Every
new group of students has its
own set of choices to make
about a number of things," he
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We Specialize in Custom Paints
and Fiberglass Bodies

said. "Today's student has to
make decisions about the world
he lives in. A student five years
ago made decisions relating to
his world.
Responding to
change becomes an individual
matter."

AUTO BODY

Free Estimates

Leinenkugels
Beer

At
The Mill Liquor Store

1522 MAIN-FARGO, NORTH DAKOTA 581021

1612 Main Ave. Moorhead

Dial 232-2703

Just make a fraudulent long distance call, get
caught and convicted. Getting caught is a good possibility, increased
by new electronic detecting equipment. That call could
"tie you up" for five years.
That's right. You can be imprisoned for up to five
years. And be fined up to $5,000.
State law in Minnesota provides that no person
shall defraud or attempt to defraud the telephone company of its
lawful charges. Violators, upon conviction, are subject to
imprisonment, a fine, or both.
The odds aren't so good when you're gambling with" a
career over a fraudulent phone call. You can be a big loser.
Don't make fraudulent phone calls. It's not worth it.

Northwestern Bell

The Bird would
like to extend the
best wishes of holiday wishes
to the students at Moorhead State.
Celebrate the new year at the
Dirty Bird. The Bird would like
^ to help you celebrate the new year in
style by holding Men's and Ladies' Night
Monday thru Wednesday, Jan. 7-9, 1974,
from 7 to 9 each night.
This year celebrate New Year's Eve in
style at the Bird. Hats and horns.
Come early—no reservations.

WRIT BIRD
Junction of Hwy. 10 & 75

BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND

'Teen King'
is here thru Saturday

